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At EG Production Build, we are the region's #1 supplier of both electrical and low voltage services. We provide a holistic solution set 

that enhances client engagement, improves customer service metrics, and heightens our builders' brand imagine. We are committed 

to protecting what matters most and are here to help you re-imagine and reinvent the foundation for a brighter tomorrow. Are you 

ready to plug-in the power of EG Build? 

EG Production Build - EG Production Build was built with the commitment to a brighter, cleaner future and believes the opportunity, 

choice, and freedom connectivity brings should be available to everyone. With our holistic suite of smart solutions, automation, robust 

Wi-Fi capability, energy-efficient lighting, and security systems, homes of all sizes can access the data and technology that they need 

to stay connected. From addressing the need for speed and improving systems to streamlining the devices throughout your model 

home, the EG Production Build has got you covered. 

The EG Production Build Advantage: 

EG Production Build is an integrated service expert for our production home building clients. From electrical, low voltage to cutting edge 

smart home technologies our service platform is nationwide and under one roof. Whether it be ensuring builds are using updated 

electrical codes, managing home network setups, or customizing option plans designed for specific communities, your master plans 

can rest assured they will be efficient, state of the art, and built responsibly for your customers and the planet. We not only provide 

these products, but we can also guarantee these products will be available. Using an advanced inventory management service, 

we can guarantee that our technicians can keep pace with your schedule. We can anticipate production and always stay one step 

ahead to ensure that your build runs as smoothly and efficiently as possible. 

Field Management 

Un Plug and plug in the power of EG Production Build's whole home automation interface. As 2020s Top Ten Home Automation Group, 

we provide a smart automation system that adapts to your needs. Create custom rules to automate your model home and set the 

perfect environment with the click of a button. We integrate all our products on a single dashboard and execute your model home 

staging with the -,precision needed to deliver a seamless experience for you and your customer. We also provide point-to-point access 

control, delivering our robust wireless network capabilities prior to a utility ever stepping foot on your site. 

We are not another trade. We are a partner. Learn more about how we can support your team at EG-Build.com 

https://eg-build.com/





